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Abstract—Attackers can leverage security vulnerabilities in
control systems to make physical processes behave unsafely.
Currently, the safe behavior of a control system relies on a
Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of commodity machines, firewalls, networks, and embedded systems. These large TCBs, often
containing known vulnerabilities, expose many attack vectors
which can impact process safety. In this paper, we present the
Trusted Safety Verifier (TSV), a minimal TCB for the verification
of safety-critical code executed on programmable controllers. No
controller code is allowed to be executed before it passes physical
safety checks by TSV. If a safety violation is found, TSV provides
a demonstrative test case to system operators. TSV works by first
translating assembly-level controller code into an intermediate
language, ILIL. ILIL allows us to check code containing more
instructions and features than previous controller code safety
verification techniques. TSV efficiently mixes symbolic execution
and model checking by transforming an ILIL program into
a novel temporal execution graph that lumps together safetyequivalent controller states. We implemented TSV on a Raspberry
Pi computer as a bump-in-the-wire that intercepts all controllerbound code. Our evaluation shows that it can test a variety of
programs for common safety properties in an average of less than
three minutes, and under six minutes in the worst case—a small
one-time addition to the process engineering life cycle.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Control systems used in the power grid, industrial automation, and transportation are fundamental parts of modern
society. Due to their strategic importance and large attack
surfaces, they are becoming attractive targets for attacks leading to physical damage [16], [29]. Most recently, it was
revealed that the Stuxnet malware uploaded malicious code to
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) to physically damage
the centrifuges they controlled [11]. A recent study found that
PLC honeypots experienced not only port scanning, but also
attempts at modifying control system specific protocols and
access to system diagnostics [34]. These vulnerable Internetconnected controllers are exposed by computer search engines
such as Shodan [1]. This has led to efforts for securing critical
infrastructure based on control systems [17], [31]. Recent
research has demonstrated that attacks against PLCs can be
partially automated [18]. This makes the protection of PLCs
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from malicious code injection of paramount importance.
Past efforts to ensure control system safety have focused on
securing the control system’s Trusted Computing Base (TCB),
the set of hardware and software that must function properly
to ensure safe behavior. Unfortunately, such approaches are
insufficient as software patches are often applied only months
after release [26], and new vulnerabilities are discovered on
a regular basis [4], [23]. Instead, we focus on significantly
reducing the TCB size by verifying the safety of control
code immediately before it is executed on the PLC. For our
purposes, a safety property is any temporal property that can
be stated in linear temporal logic. This allows TSV to protect
against malicious behaviors beyond those handled by existing
failsafe mechanisms, such as captive key interlocks. Existing
safety verification methods for PLCs suffer from two main
limitations. (i.) Those based on model checking experience the
state explosion problem when dealing with numerical inputs.
(ii.) Previous techniques fail to check code using common PLC
features such as master control relays and non-volatile data
storage (See Section VII).
In this paper, we present the Trusted Safety Verifier (TSV).
TSV reduces the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) for safe
process execution from the entire control system down to the
protected PLC and a single embedded computer administered
through a narrow interface. TSV is deployed as a bump-inthe-wire that sits between the control system network and the
PLC. All code to be executed on the PLC is first checked
against a set of safety properties defined by process engineers.
Examples of safety properties include bounds on numerical
device parameters, e.g., maximum drive velocity and acceleration, and safety interlocks, which ensure physically conflicting
events do not occur.
This paper makes the following contributions.
•

We introduce TSV as by far the most minimal TCB
proposed to maintain control system safety properties.

•

Our tool can check a much larger variety of PLC code
than any previous safety analysis tool. (See Table I in
Section VII.)

•

TSV is the first binary analysis tool to verify temporal
properties, including for programs that take numerical
inputs.

•

We fully implement TSV and demonstrate its performance in checking a variety of properties against
different control systems.

TSV works in a number of steps. First, an assembly-level
PLC program, called an instruction list (IL), is translated

into the Instruction List Intermediate Language (ILIL). ILIL,
which we based on the Vine intermediate language [30],
makes all instruction side-effects explicit, thus maintaining all
information flows between system registers and memory. In
the second step, the ILIL program is symbolically executed
(mixed with concrete executions when values are known) to
produce a symbolic scan cycle, representing all executions
of the code by the PLC. Thus, all inputs which produce an
equivalent symbolic output are lumped together. Third, the
symbolic scan cycle is used to construct a novel Temporal
Execution Graph, (TEG) which represents multiple repeated
executions of the controller code. Finally, the TEG is checked
against a set of safety properties specified in linear temporal
logic. If any check fails, a counterexample and the offending
instructions are provided to the system operator.

changes. The PLC uses a modifiable software program to
perform the second step.
A PLC’s program is executed continuously as long as the
PLC is running. Each execution of the program is called a scan
cycle, and typically lasts several milliseconds. On each scan
cycle, three steps occur. (i.) The sensor inputs are buffered
into the input memory (I). (ii.) The PLC program is executed
to perform calculations based on the input memory and state
from the previous scan cycle. (iii.) The result of the PLC
program is buffered in the output memory (Q), from where it
is transmitted to the plant machinery. In addition to the sensor
and machine interfaces, PLCs have a separate programming
interface, e.g., Ethernet or RS-232 for uploading of new code
and data by process engineers and plant operators. TSV’s job
is to efficiently check any code coming over this interface for
safety properties specific to the plant machinery.

TSV Safety properties are the same as those used by
process engineers in designing the control system. To maintain
the integrity of TSV’s platform, new safety rules should
be updated by a physically present operator with a special
programming device. Given that this only needs to occur when
the physical safety requirements of plant machinery change,
this measure is far less burdensome than some proposed by
large industrial security standards [20].

In addition to the typical features found in most instruction
set architectures PLCs employ a number of special features that
TSV must handle.
•

We implemented a working prototype of TSV on a Raspberry PI embedded computer to check code for Siemens PLCs,
the most widely deployed in the world [28]. We evaluated
TSV on six case studies representing a diverse set of PLC
and control system functionality. These case studies consist of
specifications and code that is runnable on several of the most
popular PLC architectures. Our implementation can check
for typical safety properties like range violations and safety
interlocks in a few minutes. If a safety check fails, a useful
counterexample and the offending instructions are produced.
By using an intermediate language for our analysis, TSV can
be extended in the future to handle check code for other
proprietary PLC architectures. Because our prototype checks
assembly-level code, it effectively checks any PLC program
written in higher-level or graphical languages like relay ladder
logic, function block diagram, and structured text.

•

•

•

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an
introduction to PLCs and lays out our assumed threat model.
Section III gives an overview of TSV’s architecture and use.
Section IV and Section V explain the symbolic execution and
model checking engines in detail. Section VI describes our
prototype implementation and evaluation results. Section VII
covers the related work in control system safety and security,
and Section VIII concludes.
II.

•

BACKGROUND AND T HREAT M ODEL

•

A. Programmable Logic Controllers
A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a digital, multiinput multi-output computer used for real-time automation of
physical machinery. They are used in virtually every control
application from assembly lines to nuclear power plants. The
PLC sits in a tight closed loop with the physical system
it controls. Many times per second, the PLC reads sensor
measurements, calculates the necessary change to the system,
and sends commands to physical machinery to make the

Function Blocks. PLCs execute code in discrete
segments called function blocks with fixed entry and
exit points. Each function block has a local memory
that only it can address. This is different from stack
memory in that each function block’s local memory
exists in the same absolute address space, i.e., not
relative to a stack pointer.
Timers. PLCs support hardware timers that evaluate
to a Boolean value. A timer starts when its input
experiences an edge transition. Once the timer has
reached a preset time, its own output goes from low
to high.
Counters. A counter is a value in PLC memory that is
incremented each time a specified instruction causes
a value to go from low to high. This is useful for
counting events like the number of times an input wire
receives a high signal.
Master Control Relays. A Master Control Relay
(MCR) defines a section of PLC code which behaves
differently depending on the value of a specific input
wire. If the MCR input is false, the code executes
normally. If it is true, certain instructions will output
a zero value. This is done to halt any machinery in
case of an emergency condition.
Data Blocks. PLCs retrieve configuration information
about the physical process from blocks of persistent
storage called data blocks (DBs). Each DB has a
unique integer used to qualify any addresses to its
data. A special kind of DB, called an instance DB
is also used to pass parameters to function blocks.
Edge Detection. Certain PLC instructions will only
execute after a specific memory value goes from low
to high. This requires the CPU to check for low to
high transitions before any such instruction executes.

B. Threat Model
In modern control system networks, a security flaw in
almost any component can be leveraged to upload malicious
code to a PLC. A clear example of this was the Stuxnet virus,
which used many potential vectors, including the program
2

development environment, to propagate to a PLC-connected
computer [11]. TSV’s aim is to reduce the amount of control
system infrastructure needed to guarantee safe behavior of
PLC-controlled processes to a single embedded computer and
the PLC itself.

TSV

PLC Code (IL)

ILIL Code
Symbolic Execution

It must be possible to notify plant operators when a safety
violation is found in some PLC-bound code. If there is a
rootkit present on a PLC connected computer, then notifications from TSV may be suppressed at the receiver. To handle
this, we assume that there is some narrow, secure interface
for notifications. A common way of implementing this in a
control environment could be by way of an analog alarm,
similar to those sounded when a piece of physical machinery
malfunctions. Upon hearing the alarm, plant operators could
directly download the safety counterexample, e.g., via serial
port. In an emergency situation where immediate PLC access
is needed, a physical switch in the plant could be employed
to bypass TSV, similar to the emergency stop buttons on most
heavy machinery.

Symbolic Scan Cycle
Safety Specification

Graph Generation

Counterexample

(Fail)

Temporal Execution Graph
Formal Verification
(Pass)
PLC Code
PLC

Fig. 1.

TSV Architecture.

cycle1 , hence, we refer to it as a symbolic scan cycle. Once
the symbolic scan cycle is calculated, TSV’s model checking
component is invoked. The symbolic scan cycle is an important
step, as it prevents intra-scan cycle property violations from
being rejected by TSV. In other words, if the PLC’s variables
temporarily violate a safety property at some point during
the scan cycle, but the property is not violated when control
signals are sent to physical machinery, then TSV will not reject
the control program. This is an important distinction from
the existing work combining symbolic execution and formal
verification.

We also must assume that the interface for uploading safety
properties to TSV is secured. For example, a simple file format
could be read from a USB key directly by TSV. While the use
of an air-gap may seem to mitigate the advantage of a network
connected PLC, safety properties require modification far less
frequently than PLC code. Compared to the large numbers of
requirements in existing industrial security regulations [20],
this is a small additional overhead. We note that TSV is not
secure against a privileged insider with physical access to the
plant floor.

The formal verification component takes a set of temporal
properties, consisting of atomic propositions combined with
temporal qualifiers, and verifies they are maintained by a
state-based model of the PLC code. We call this model, the
Temporal Execution Graph (TEG). The TEG is a state machine
in which each state transition represents a single scan cycle.
Each state in the TEG contains the state and output variables
of the PLC program, and a set of Boolean variables for
the atomic propositions. Each Boolean represents whether the
safety property is true or false in that state. If any path is
reachable in which a property is false, then a safety violation
is raised.

TSV cannot defend against false data injection attacks,
in which a PLC is given forged sensor data. Additional
defenses already exist for such attacks based on improved state
estimators [5], [27]. Additionally, TSV cannot defend against
PLC firmware exploitation, in which case the verified control
logic can be completely bypassed by the compromised PLC.
III.

Instruction Lifting

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows TSV’s architecture. TSV sits as a bumpin-the-wire between system operators and the PLC. Any piece
of PLC-bound code is intercepted and checked for safety
properties, previously supplied by process engineers. To test
safety properties written in temporal logic, TSV uses model
checking for part of the verification. Model checking suffers
from state space explosion on numerical inputs. For example,
if a PLC program has a single conditional branch depending
on an integer value, the model checker will explore all of the
possibilities, i.e., 232 states. To prevent state space explosion,
TSV first performs a symbolic execution of the program to
lump together all inputs that produce the same symbolic output.
The resulting state machine is many orders of magnitude
smaller than the naive approach.

The TEG is constructed as follows. An initial state is chosen in which all state and output variables are zero. Recalling
that the symbolic scan cycle maps path predicates to symbolic
values for PLC variables including the output variables, a new
state is generated for each path predicate with its PLC variables
updated according to the corresponding symbolic output. For
each of these newly created states, several more states are
generated with different valuates of the atomic propositions.
The process then repeats on each new state. See Section V-B
for a detailed description of TEG creation.
IV.

Symbolic execution of the PLC code occurs in two main
steps. First, the PLC code is lifted into an intermediate
language designed to make the analysis more generic and
explicit. The lifted program is then symbolically executed to
generate a mapping from path predicates to symbolic outputs.
This mapping contains all possible executions of a single scan

PLC C ODE A NALYSIS

TSV verifies safety properties of PLC code using a combination of symbolic execution and model checking. Traditional model checking, which explores states exhaustively,
1 In practice, it contains all executions that are reachable by scan cycle’s
hard deadline. See Section IV-B.
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prog ::= inst⇤ fun⇤
fun ::= ident(var){inst⇤ }
inst ::= cjmp e, e, e | jmp e | label ident | ident := e
| call ident(var=e) | ret | assert e
e ::= load(ident, addr) | store(ident, addr, int) | e binop e
| unop e | var | val | (e)
binop ::= +, , ⇤, /, mod, &, &&, <<, . . . (And signed versions.)
unop ::= (Negate), ⇠ (Bitwise), ! (Boolean)
var ::= ident (: t)
val ::= mem | addr | int (: t)
mem ::= {addr 7! int, addr 7! int, . . . }
addr ::= [int :: int :: . . . ]
t ::= reg1 t . . . reg64 t | mem t(int) | addr t

Fig. 2.

Simplified ILIL Grammar.

•

•

//
//
//
//
//

Main memory.
Input memory qualifier.
Output memory qualifier.
Boolean accumulator.
System status registers.

// A I 0.5
STA := load(mem, [I::0::0::0::5]);
cjmp FC == 0 : reg1_t,L1,L2;
label L1;
RLO := STA;
label L2;
RLO := RLO && STA;
FC := 1 : reg1_t;
// Side effects.
...
// = Q
STA :=
mem :=
FC :=
...

Fig. 3.

suffers from state space explosion when checking programs
with numerical inputs. To reduce the state space, a symbolic
execution of the program is performed first to lump together
all inputs that lead to the same symbolic output. The result is a
mapping from path predicates to symbolic outputs. In addition
to the features described in Section II, our analysis addresses
a number of other novel issues.
•

// Initialize PLC state.
mem := {} : mem_t(1);
I
:= 0;
Q
:= 1;
RLO := 1 : reg1_t;
FC := 0 : reg1_t;
STA := 0 : reg1_t;
...

0.1
RLO;
store(mem, [Q::0::0::0::1], RLO);
0 : reg1_t;
// Side effects.

ILIL Code example (IL in Comments).

IL instructions have side effects that can obscure certain control flows. For these reasons, we introduce the IL Intermediate
Language (ILIL) as a basis for our analysis. ILIL is based on
the Vine Intermediate Language [30] (Hereafter, Vine) used
for binary code analysis. We extend Vine to handle several
PLC-specific features described below. A simplified grammar
for ILIL is shown in Figure 2. Vine features such as casts and
memory endianness are omitted for space sake. The full ILIL
semantics are in Appendix B.

Lack of High-level Languages. PLCs have traditionally been programmed either in assembly language or
in graphical circuit languages like relay ladder logic.
The graphical languages are mere sugar used to make
the assembly appear like a circuit, and they add no
additional semantic information. We are thus forced
to do binary or assembly-level analysis.

An ILIL program is a set of top-level instructions followed
by function definitions. This may seem strange for a binary
analysis, but there are two reasons for the distinction. First,
PLC code begins execution in an Organization Block (OB),
akin to the entries in an operating system’s interrupt vector.
OBs are implemented in top-level code. Second, on some
architectures, OBs make additional calls to function blocks.
For each function call, additional ILIL code is generated to
handle the parameter passing.

Hierarchical Addresses. PLC addresses are not just
integer values. They are prefixed by an architecturally
fixed number of namespace qualifiers. When analyzing
indirect addressing, we must not only consider byte
address pointers, but also indirect references to different namespace qualifiers.

ILIL uses the two basic Vine types registers and memories.
A single register variable is used to represent each CPU register
in a particular PLC architecture. They are implemented as
bit vectors of size 1, 8, 16, 32, and 64 bits. Memories are
implemented differently than in Vine. ILIL Memories are
mappings from hierarchical addresses (See next paragraph.) to
integers. Memory loads return the integer for a given address.
Memory stores return a new copy of the memory with the
specified location modified.

Multi-indexed Memory. While most hardware memories only support a single size of memory access,
e.g., byte or word addressing, some PLC memories
can be addressed at the word-, byte-, and bit-level.
This should not be confused with loading different
sized registers from a byte address. Multi-indexed
memory complicates the dynamic taint analysis needs
for mixed execution.

In addition to registers and memories, ILIL adds a third
type, addresses. In Vine, memories are mappings from integers
to integers. This is reasonable as most architectures use 32- or
64-bit address registers. This is not sufficient for PLCs which
use hierarchical addresses. A hierarchical address has several
namespace qualifiers before the actual byte or bit address. For
example, in Siemens PLCs, addresses have a single namespace
qualifier called a memory area. In Allen Bradley, there are
three: rack, group, and slot. ILIL addresses are essentially
integer lists where the leftmost n entries represent the n
namespace qualifiers. We also extend the memory type to
include n. Thus, the ILIL statement:

Symbolic execution of IL programs happens in two stages.
First, the IL program is lifted into the ILIL intermediate
languages for PLC code. Second, a mixed symbolic and
concrete execution of the ILIL program is done to generate
path predicates that feed into the model checking steps.
A. Instruction List Intermediate Language
Directly analyzing an IL program would be prohibitively
difficult. IL syntax and semantics vary widely by vendor, and
4

Edge Detection. For each bit of memory that is checked for a
low-to-high edge transition, ILIL code is generated to monitor
that bit across scan cycles. If an edge is detected, a separate
bit address is set to true. This address is then checked before
any dependent instructions are executed.

mem := {} : mem_t(1);

initializes an empty memory with a single namespace qualifier.
In some cases, all or part of an address will be stored in
memory. To handle loads and stores of hierarchical addresses,
we extend the Vine cast expression to convert addresses to
byte sequences. Note that the number of namespace qualifiers
prefixing an address is architecturally fixed, so the number of
types is finite.

Flow-sensitive Optimizations. During instruction lifting, additional control flows are added to the program. For example,
after an integer addition, an overflow check is added, setting
several status registers to either 0 or 1. To prevent additional
control flows from leading to path explosion, we only include
such checks when a subsequent instruction has an explicit data
dependency on the result. For example, if two additions are
done in a row followed by a jump that checks an overflow
status flag, only the overflow check of the second addition
will be included in the lifted code.

ILIL instructions have no side effects, making all control
flows explicit. As an example, Figure 3 shows the lifted version
of the IL instructions:
A I
= Q

0.5
0.1

;; And input bit 5
;; Store at output bit 1

First, the machine state is configured to have a single main
memory and two memory areas for input and output. Part of
the definition of the system status word is also shown. The
And instruction consists of three parts. The operand is loaded
from memory, combined with an accumulator, and one or more
status words are updated. The address [I::0::0::0::5] is
read, “memory area I, dword 0, word 0, byte 0, bit 5.” This
convention of listing offsets of different sizes allows us to
canonically address multi-indexed memories.

Memory Tags. PLCs use strings, sometimes called tags,
as human-readable labels on memory locations. A group of
tags may be referenced by a single name. This leads to a
complicated issue with function block parameter passing. If the
name of a tag group is passed to a function, the PLC performs
a pass-by-value of all tags in the group. As we would like to
expose such execution semantics to our analysis, ILIL code
is generated to do a pass-by-value of each tagged memory
location in the group.

The PLC features from Section II-A, as well as several
other issues, are handled by IL to ILIL translation as follows.

B. ILIL Symbolic Execution

Timers. For each timer, an unused memory address is allocated. During symbolic execution, an attempt to check the
timer value at this address will generate a fresh symbol. In
the model checking step, this symbol will be nondeterministic,
i.e., it will cause both paths to be explored if used in a branch
condition. A similar approach was used by SABOT [18],
though our semantics are more flexible in allowing for the
case where the timer value changes within a scan cycle, not
just between them.

TSV symbolically executes an ILIL program to produce
a mapping from path predicates to symbolic outputs. This
mapping, called the symbolic scan cycle, describes all possible
executions of a single PLC scan cycle. Fresh symbols are
allocated the first time a previously unwritten memory location
is accessed. Thus, if a sensor input I0.2 is read, then a
new symbol I 0 0 0 2 will be generated and used each
subsequent time that same location is read.
Symbolic execution follows all possible paths through a
single scan cycle of the program. An SMT solver is used to
ensure only feasible paths are followed. Loops are followed
for a constant number of iterations. Because PLC scan cycles
are terminated at a hard deadline, this number of iterations
can be set high enough to ensure TSV explores all iterations
that are reachable by the deadline. PLCs allow function calls
by indirect reference, e.g., call FB [MD 0] where the function
block number is stored in MD 0. Fortunately, if MD 0 contains a
symbolic value, there is only a small number of possible functions it could resolve to, making the jump successor problem
more tractable. Symbolic execution must handle two additional
challenges, register type inference and mixed execution.

Counters. Counters are implemented in a straightforward
manner. For each counter, a memory word is allocated to
handle the current value. ILIL instructions are added to check
if the counter’s condition has transitioned from low to high
each time a counter instruction is executed. Once the counter
reaches a preset value, attempts to access its address in the
counter memory area will return the concrete value true.
Master Control Relays. When an MCR section is reached, a
conditional branch is generated depending on the MCR status
bit. The false branch contains the original code, and the true
branch contains code that modifies instruction results. While
the semantics differ by architecture, typically numerical and
Boolean instructions all output 0 or false when the MCR is
active.

Register Type Inference. Typically, binary analysis is done
on bit vectors using the register sizes of the target architecture.
This is sufficient for PLC analysis, except in the common
case of real-valued computations. While bit vectors will not
work here, we would still like to make some safety assertions
about real-valued PLC outputs. TSV relies on opcodes to infer
which symbols are real-valued. Initially, all symbols start as
uninitialized. The first time an instruction is executed on that
symbol, or a variable that symbol propagated to, it is assigned
either real or bit vector, depending on the opcode. This has the

Data Blocks. Data blocks are implemented using the hierarchical address type. When a program opens a data block, a
namespace qualifier is created with the index of that data block,
e.g., DB3. When an access is made into the datablock, the address is prepended with the qualifier, e.g.,, [DB3::20::1] for
word 41. Each data block is populated with any configuration
data blocks accompanying the PLC code.
5

minor limitation that if both a real-valued and non-real-valued
instruction are executed on the same symbol, the symbolic
machine gets stuck. This is however, not common. A symbol’s
type can be changed only by a cast instruction in the original
IL code.

activate green lights for intersecting streets when true. The
property that both lights are never green at the same time has
two atomic propositions: a ⌘ g1 = true, and b ⌘ g2 = true. The
global LTL property is then stated G ¬a _ ¬b.

Mixed Execution. PLC programs make heavy use of constants
as process parameters. Thus, many instructions can be executed
on concrete operands instead of symbolically. Like previous
tools, such as Rudder [30], TSV performs a mixed symbolic
and concrete execution. An expression produces a concrete result iff all its variables are concrete. This requires dynamically
tracking whether each register and memory word is concrete
or symbolic. There is a complication here for multi-indexed
memories, which can be accessed at the word-, byte-, or bitlevel. To handle this, TSV tracks each bit of memory as either
symbolic or concrete. Initially, all memory is concrete, and
typical taint propagation rules are used to track symbolic bits.
We add an additional rule to allows a bit to become concrete
again. If a sequential string of symbolic bits are overwritten
by a equal or longer string of concrete bits, then the whole
string becomes concrete.

B. Temporal Execution Graph

V.

Each state in the execution graph stores the symbolic
value of each stateful PLC variable. It is noteworthy that
TSV performs intermediate variable elimination during the
temporal execution graph generation to make sure that values
of the symbolic variables are terms over only constants and
time-indexed input variables corresponding to PLC input wires
scanned during some PLC input-output scan in the past, i.e.,
there is no intermediate variable involved in the symbolic values of the variables. To clarify, consider a symbolic execution
output entity with the assignment statements O := X + 2 and
X := I + X where O and I are output and input variables,
respectively. All variables are initialized to 0 before the first
scan cycle. After the first scan cycle the variables will have
values: O
I 0 + 2 and X
I 0 , where I 0 denotes the input
variable scanned before the first PLC execution iteration.
Similarly, the second scan will result in O I 0 + I 1 + 4 and
X
I 0 + I 1 . The final expression for O no longer contains X.

M ODEL C HECKING

The state transitions of the temporal execution graph indicate the feasible paths between scan cycles. Each transition is
labeled by the path predicate from one entry in the symbolic
scan cycle. A transition is added from a source to destination
state iff the path predicate can be satisfied given the symbolic
values of PLC variables in the source state. For instance, if the
source state has PLC variables2 O I 0 + I 1 + 4, X1 I 0 + I 2 ,
and X2
I 0 + I 1 , given the path predicate X1 X2 , then a
transition is added because the path predicate is satisfiable
under the symbolic values at the source state and the input
values, i.e., I 2 I 1 .

Because PLCs use stateful variables, that retain their values across the scan cycles, analysis of a single scan cycle
is not sufficient to check all temporal safety properties. In
this section, we describe our technique of model checking a
temporal execution graph for paths on which safety properties
are violated. The results of symbolic execution are used to
first construct the TEG to model the state transitions occurring
over a scan cycle. Each node of the TEG is then productized
with valuations of the atomic proposition in the linear temporal
logic (LTL) safety property. Finally, the symbolic variables are
removed from each state to produce an abstract graph, which is
fed to the model checker. Before exploring this process in more
detail, we briefly review LTL as used for safety specifications.

C. Specification-Based Model Refinement
To check temporal properties, a model checker needs
to know the truth value of each atomic proposition of the
given LTL requirement in each state. The addition of these
truth values to the TEG is called model refinement that is
described separately here for presentation clarity; however,
the model refinement occurs concurrently during the TEG
generation (Section V-D). The motivation for this step is that
it is impossible to pick a single truth value for an atomic
proposition containing symbolically valued PLC variables. In
such cases, each state in the TEG is replicated to a set of
states for all feasible truth values of the atomic propositions
in those states. TSV accordingly updates each replica’s path
predicate, which captures the input variable conditions for the
execution to get to that state, based on the assigned concrete
Boolean atomic proposition values. In particular, TSV labels
each replica with a conjunctive predicate composed of the
state’s original predicate P and the predicate representing the
concrete atomic proposition values assigned to the replica.
For instance, in the case of a single atomic proposition a,
the two state replicas will be assigned P&a and P&!a as
their predicates. Figure 4 shows a more illustrative example

A. Linear Temporal Logic
To formulate control system security requirements, TSV
makes use of the linear temporal logic formalism [2], [25].
Let us define A to be a finite set of atomic logical propositions
about the system {b1 , b2 , · · · , b|A| }, e.g., relay R1 is open.
and S = 2A a finite alphabet composed of the abovementioned
propositions. Every element of the alphabet is a possibly empty
set of propositions from A, and is denoted by ai , e.g., ai =
b1 , b4 , b9 .
The set of linear temporal logic-based safety requirements
is inductively defined by the grammar
j ::= true | b | ¬j | j _ j | j U j | X j,

(1)

where ¬ and _ denote negation and logical OR operators.
ji U j j denotes “the LTL expression ji remains true until j j
becomes true,” and X j j reads “j j must be true in the next
step (execution state)”. TSV also makes use of the following
redundant notations: j ^ y instead of ¬(¬j _ ¬y), j ! y
instead of ¬j _ y, F j (Eventually) instead of true U j, and
G j (Globally) instead of ¬(true U ¬j). For example, consider
a traffic light system with Boolean variables g1 and g2 that

2 Note that sub-indices and super-indices represent different variables and
scan cycle numbers, respectively.
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Example TEG generation for checking of an LTL property.

where the original IL code assigns the output variable value
depending on the input variable value. After the IL-to-ILIL
conversion, TSV employs the generated TEG graph (for a
single scan cycle) along with the given safety requirement
to determine concrete atomic proposition values. In particular,
each node in the TEG becomes two nodes in the Refined Graph
to model both valuations of proposition a. Consequently, TSV
further abstracts the refined TEG graph to only include the
information that is sufficient for the formal verification phase
(Section V-E).

Algorithm 1: GenTEG
Input : The Symbolic scan cycle ssc
Input : The LTL safety specification j
Input : The TEG generation deadline g
Output: The generated temporal execution graph TEG
1 A
get atomic propositions(j)
2 s
create initial state()
3 if initial GenTEG call then
4
spredicate inilialize predicate(True)
5
svar values inilialize PLC variables(False)
6
sprop values
concretize atomic propositions(svars values , A)
7
Ws s
8
We 0/

D. TEG Generation Algorithm
This section describes in details the procedure for TEG
generation (Algorithm 1)3 . The main inputs to the algorithm
are i) symbolic scan cycle set ssc, i.e., symbolic execution
outputs that are mappings from path predicates to symbolic
PLC variable values; ii) the safety specification of the underlying physical system j, and iii) the termination deadline g
for the TEG generation algorithm. TSV parses the given LTL
safety formula to get the corresponding atomic propositions4
(Line 1). The TEG generation algorithm starts with initializing
the TEG state space W by creating an initial state s where all
of the PLC variables/predicates are reset to zero/true (Lines
2-7) that happens when the PLC loads the controller code for
the first time.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Regarding the TEG state notion, each state includes three
types of information: i) spredicate denotes the logical predicate
as the result of symbolic execution of branch/jump instructions
that has been accumulated in the current state through the
state transition sequence starting at the initial state s; ii)
svar values indicates the symbolic variable values that have been
initiated in the current state; and iii) sprop values represents the
concrete Boolean value vector for the atomic propositions in
the current state. For the initial state5 , given the reset concrete
variable/predicate values, the concrete values for the LTL
atomic propositions A are calculated and stored in sprop values
(Line 6); however, for other states storing symbolic values,
TSV takes a different approach to assign concrete atomic
proposition values as discussed below. The TEG state space

20
21
22

foreach Path predicate p 2 ssc do
symbolic values
ssc [p]
foreach a 2 2A doV
V
t
spredicate
predicate(a, A)
p
if ¬satisfiable(t) then
continue
s0 create state()
[s0predicate , s0prop values ] [t, a]
s0var values
update(svar values , symbolic values)
s00 find equivalent state(W, s0 )
if s00 6= NULL then
delete(s0 )
else
s00

s0

26

Ws
Ws [ {s00 }
We
We [ {(s ! s00 )}
if g < elapsed time then
return

27

GenTEG(ssc, j, s00 )

23
24
25

Ws and set of transitions We are also initialized to the initial
state s and empty set, respectively, during the initial function
call (Line 7-8).

3 A concrete example for the symbolic execution and formal verification of
a given controller program is described in Appendix A.
4 Note that “ ” denotes an assignment.
5 It is assumed that the function GenTEG takes a Boolean argument
initial GenTEG call that denotes whether this is the first call in the recursion chain. Due to presentation simplicity, the variable is not listed in the
algorithm’s input list explicitly.

Following the algorithm, a transition is then added for each
(path predicate, symbolic output values) mapping in the symbolic scan cycle ssc (Line 9) that is satisfiable given the variable values in the initial state s. The algorithm goes through
7

a nested loop (Line 11) to be able to assign concrete Boolean
values for each atomic proposition on every generated TEG
state (Section V-C). TSV produces the conjunctive predicate t
using i) the accumulated state predicate; ii) the path predicate
p from ssc; and iii) the concrete atomic proposition vector a
(Line 12). The satisfiability check is performed in Line 13 that,
if satisfiable, allows TSV to create the corresponding state s0
(Lines 15-17) and transition, and update TEG (Lines 23-24).

after passing all checks, or returns a counterexample to system operators in the event that a violation is found. More
specifically, the model checker verifies whether the refined
temporal execution graph contains any paths in which a
temporal property fails to hold. Given a temporal predicate f ,
TSV negates f 6 and generates a tableau T (¬ f ). The tableau
is a state-based automaton that satisfies every sequence of
words that satisfy ¬ f . Here, a word is an truth assignment to
all atomic propositions in f . TSV then computes the product
automaton P of T and the TEG. If an accepting path is found
in P, then the values of atomic propositions along that path
form a counterexample for the temporal property f .

The update function (Line 17) creates the symbolic variable
values for the new state s0 . It takes the symbolic variable
values in the source state svar values , that captures the PLC’s
current memory state, as well as the symbolic values from
the corresponding program control path in ssc (Line 10).
Consequently, the update function performs the intermediate
variable elimination step (Section V-B) to get rid of intermediate variables in the ssc symbolic values, and stores the result
in the new state’s symbolic variable values s0var values .

The counterexample can be used to locate the offending
lines of code or control flows in the original PLC program. In
the event of malicious code injection, this could shed light on
the attackers motives, and if a safety violation occurred due to
an error, operators can take corrective actions. We demonstrate
this functionality in Section VI-C.

There is a case in which the state will not be added even
when the path predicate is satisfied. If the TEG already contains a state with PLC variables equivalent to the destination
state (Line 18), then a transition is added back to the existing
state, and the new destination is discarded (Line 20). Two states
are considered equivalent if their PLC variables have equal
symbolic values. This step enables TSV to avoid unnecessary
state space size increase, and hence improves the formal
verification efficiency. It is noteworthy that to decrease the
false negative rates of the state equivalence checking function,
TSV checks for equality after simplifying the symbolic values.
For instance, TSV will mark the X1
Ik0 + 2 + 3 · Ik0 and
0
X2
4 · Ik + 2 as equal after the simplification of those
expressions’ abstract syntax trees.

VI.

E VALUATION

We now wish to investigate TSV’s efficacy in checking
typical safety properties against a representative set of PLC
programs. In particular, we designed a set of experiments
to verify whether TSV can be useful in real-world practical
scenarios by answering the following questions empirically:
How accurately do the employed model checking techniques
in TSV verify whether a given PLC code is compliant with the
requirements? How efficiently does TSV complete the formal
verification steps for an uploaded PLC code? How well can
TSV scale up for complex security requirements? We start
by describing the experimentation control system case studies,
and then proceed to examine these questions.

Finally, TSV calls the TEG generation function GenTEG
recursively to explore next possible states starting the recently
explored state s00 . The recursive graph generation procedure
returns under two conditions. First, the procedure returns if
all of the states are created and the graph is completely
generated. This is the ideal return condition as the complete
graph will result in accurate model checking results with a
counterexample. Second, the procedure returns of the explored
depth, i.e., the number PLC input-output scans, exceeds a
predefined bound value (Line 25). This results in a partially
generated temporal execution graph that is later used for formal
model checking. The bounded graph generation is a suitable
solution when the size of the program is large and complete
graph generation is too costly.

A. Implementation
We implemented TSV on a Raspberry Pi embedded computer running Linux kernel 3.2.27. The IL7 lifting is implemented in 2, 933 lines of C++ code, the symbolic execution in
11, 724 lines of C++ code, and the TEG generation in 3, 194
lines of C++ code. In addition, TSV uses the Z3 theorem
prover [9] both for checking path feasibility during symbolic
execution, and for simplifying symbolic variable values during
TEG construction. NuSMV is used for model checking of the
refined TEG [12]. In the case of a safety violation, Z3 is used
to find a concrete input for the path predicate corresponding
to the offending output.

To summarize, TSV strives for minimality of model state
space through three approaches. (i.) Symbolic execution lumps
as many concrete input values (and hence, scan cycles) together as possible. (ii.) In the refinement step, a truth value for
a proposition is only added if it is feasible transitioning from
the previous state. (iii.) As a measure of last resort, TSV will
perform bounded model generation when the TEG’s diameter
becomes too large.

B. Control System Case Studies
To make sure that TSV can be used for practical safety
verification of real-world infrastructures, we deployed TSV
on several real-world Siemens PLC programs for different
6 In our implementations, before the logic negation, the given LTL formula
is first reduced to the corresponding computation tree logic formula [3]. We
find the details outside the scope of this paper and the interested reader is
referred to [8].
7 To support other programming languages, a new source code lifter needs
to be developed to generate the ILIL code. However, due to the syntactical
similarities between most of existing PLC programming languages, the lifter
may not be needed to be developed from scratch.

E. Malicious Code Discovery
TSV uses the abstract TEG to perform LTL-based model
checking [8] that either allows the code to run on the PLC
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Safety requirements: (i.) The product should
never be pushed out while the melter is working. (ii.) No more items should be loaded once
the platform is full.

Sorter. A conveyor belt passes packages by a barcode
scanner. Depending on the scanned code, one of three
arms extends to push the package into an appropriate
bin.
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Safety requirements: (i.) No arm can come
down until the belt stops moving. (ii.) The belt
should not move while the arm is down.

Stacker. A series of items are loaded onto a platform
by a conveyor belt. Once a light barrier detects that the
platform is full, the items are combined by a melter,
and the resulting product is pushed onto a lift and
lowered for removal.
•

0.001$

Safety requirements: (i.) Orthogonal green
lights should not be ON simultaneously, i.e.,
G¬(g1 ^g2 ) where Boolean variable gi denotes
the i-th green light. (ii.) A red light should
always be proceeded by a yellow light.

Assembly way. Items are moved down an assembly
line by a belt. A light barrier detects when an item
has arrived at an assembly station, and an arm moves
to hold the item in place. A part is then assembled
with the item, and the barrier removed. The process
repeats further down the line.
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Safety requirement: (i.) The controlled quantity
may not exceed a constant value.

Safety requirements: (i.) No more than one arm
should extend at each time instant. (ii.) An
arm extends only after the barcode scanning
is complete.

Rail Interlocking. As opposed to the other programs,
which drive the actions of a system, a railway interlocking checks that a sequence of engineer commands
will not cause conflicting routes between two or more
trains.

(e) Symbolic Model Checking
Fig. 5.

8 Specifically, the Instruction List samples run on Siemens and Rockwell
PLCs accounting for 50% of PLC market share [28].

Performance Analysis of the Traffic Light Control System.
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Generated Temporal Execution Graph (model checking bound = 4).

•

Safety requirements: (i.) There should never be
conflicting routes. (ii.) No inputs are read after
the checking procedure starts execution.

and memory values leading up to this point could also be
produced. Even if the original IL program is obfuscated, the
ability to execute on a concrete counterexample will quickly
point system operators to the offending instruction.

C. Example Safety Violation

The example above verifies the state invariants for a simple
safety requirement only for presentation clarity. However, as
discussed later, TSV verified our case study PLC programs for
more complex temporal safety requirements (Section VI-B)
using the execution history information across input-output
scan cycles that was encoded in the generated TEG graph.

To demonstrate the full usage of TSV, we show the
steps that occur when attempting to upload code containing
a safety violation. For this example, we modified the traffic
light controller to switch both directions to green after cycling
through the correct states once. Specifically, we appended the
following code to the traffic light program.

D. Performance

... original program ...
RESET
A M 0.5
JC ATTACK
JMP END
ATTACK:
SET
= Q 0.0
= Q 0.3
END: NOP

;;
;;
;;
;;

We measured the run times for individual TSV components
while checking the safety properties for each test case. Figure 5
shows the results for a sample use case (the traffic light control
system) for up to 14 steps during bounded model generation.
This allows for exploration of control systems with up to 14
consecutive unique state outputs. This is significantly more
than Stuxnet’s malicious code, which used a state machine with
three unique outputs to manipulate centrifuge speed [11]9 . One
could imagine an attack that evades detection by counting to
15 before violating a safety property. In this case, any control
logic capable of producing a non-repeating chain of more than
14 unique outputs could also be rejected. This bound could
be set higher if required for the legitimate plant functionality.
The results are shown for running TSV on a desktop computer
with a 3.4 GHz processor and Raspberry Pi with a 700 MHz
processor.

Reset logic accumulator.
Check for trigger state.
Jump to attack code (if triggered).
Skip attack code.

;; Set first green light.
;; Set second green light.

The malicious program was analyzed by TSV against an
interlock property prohibiting both lights from being simultaneously green. The model checker produced the concrete
counterexample:
Cycle
1
2

1
f

2
f

Timer
3 4
f f

5
f

6
t
f

The initial processing of the symbolic scan cycle is shown
in Figure 5(a). For all cases, this step requires less than
22ms. Once TSV creates the initial PLC program models,
it starts building the temporal execution graph, which is the
main source of overhead. Figure 5(b) shows how long TSV
needs to complete the graph generation phase. The majority
of time in this phase is spent performing recursive exploration
of the TEG to set concrete values for atomic propositions.
A complete graph generation for 14 input-output scans takes
2 and 17 minutes on a desktop computer and Raspberry
Pi respectively. However, as expected, trimming the analysis
horizon limit to 10 reduces the graph generation time requirement significantly—down to < 10 seconds on a desktop
computer and 1 minute on Raspberry Pi. Figure 5(c) shows
the corresponding state space sizes for the generated graphs.

This states that a violation was detected on the scan cycle
where light timers 1-5 are false, and timer 6 switches from
true to false. The next step is to identify the line of code
where the violation occured. First, the ILIL interpreter preloads
the concrete counterexample values for each timer variable.
Next, the ILIL version of the program is instrumented with an
assertion of the violated property after each line:
assert load(mem, [Q::0::0::0::0]) == 0 : reg1_t ||
load(mem, [Q::0::0::0::3]) == 0 : reg1_t;

This simply states that at least one of the output memory locations for green lights must be off. The instrumented program
is then executed with the concrete timer values. The assertion
fails exactly after the line that stores 1 in [Q::0::0::0::3].
If the operator so desired, an execution trace of instructions

9 We are currently working with several parties to obtain a disassembled
copy of Stuxnet’s PLC code.
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Time Requirements for All Case Studies on Raspberry Pi.
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The reported numbers, only 4K states for a full 14 horizon
analysis, proves the effectiveness of the usage of symbolic
execution at reducing the state space size.
Figure 6 shows a sample generated execution graph for
the Assembly Way case study with a model checking bound
of 4. The safety requirement included two atomic propositions
a and b. Thus, each state is assigned with a pair of concrete
atomic propositions, and the state transitions are labeled with
the path predicates as Boolean expressions in infix order. For
readability purposes, we did not include the symbolic variables
and their values in each state. The atomic propositions are
both true regardless of the input values in states S0, S1,
S2, and S3. However, the input values affect the atomic
propositions starting in state S3. Out of S3’s four possible
children, |{a, b}|2 = 4, three have been created. Only the path
condition for ha : 0 b : 0i was not satisfiable.
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State Space Size for All Case Studies on Raspberry Pi.

the largest amount of time to finish the overall analysis.
E. Scalability

TSV runs the symbolic model checking engine on the refined and atomic proposition-level abstract temporal execution
graph. Figure 5(d) shows the run times to translate the abstract
TEG into the model checker’s syntax, which is not a significant
source of overhead. Figure 5(e) shows the time requirement
results for the symbolic model verification that takes no more
than 10 and 90 seconds, on the desktop and Raspberry Pi
respectively. In summation, the total average overheads of less
than three minutes for checking with bound 10 are within
reason for an analysis that is only executed once when new
code is uploaded. Of course, in the case of malicious code
uploading, this bound does not affect productivity, as safety
checks are done independently of plant execution under the
previous, legitimate code.

To make sure that TSV can be used for real-world PLC
code verifications, it is crucial that it can handle safety
properties of realistic sizes, i.e., number of atomic propositions, efficiently. To that end, we investigated typical and
frequently-used linear temporal logic-based software specification formula10 [10], where the largest predicate includes
5 atomic propositions. Figure 9 shows the results of our
experiments with TSV that can handle requirement predicates
with 9 atomic propositions within approximately 2 minutes
on average. It is noteworthy that handling additional safety
properties only requires rerunning the atomic proposition value
concretization on the temporal execution graph. Consequently,
the time requirement to process every new security predicate is
often negligible because the execution graph generation is the
dominant factor in TSV’s overall performance overhead (see
Section VI-D).

We ran the same experiments for all of our case studies.
Figure 7 shows how much each analysis step contributes to
verification for each case study on the Raspberry Pi with
bound 6. Requirements for each step vary due to different
factors. The costliest test case for symbolic execution was the
AssemblyWay, which explored the most feasible paths. The
single costliest operation was construction of the TEG for the
train interlocking. This was caused by checking the feasibility
of very large path predicates in the symbolic scan cycle.
Despite the variance between use cases, it is clear that the
net overhead is within reasonable bounds for all case studies.
Figure 8 shows the state space cardinality for the generated
temporal execution graphs for the case studies. It is noteworthy
that there is not a direct correlation between the state space
size and the overall analysis time requirement, e.g., the Train
case study results in the smallest state space and yet requires

VII.

R ELATED W ORK

We now review several previous approaches to safety
verification of PLC software. The set of approaches reviewed
here represent the most applicable in terms of ability to run
directly on PLC code without requiring engineers to author an
additional high-level system model. As shown in Table I, our
approach can check more features than any previous approach
to PLC analysis. Existing tools for binary analysis of general
purpose programs are omitted as they do not handle PLC
architectural traits like multi-indexed memories.
10 http://patterns.projects.cis.ksu.edu/documentation/patterns/ltl.shtml.
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There have also been efforts to build novel security mechanisms for control systems. Mohan et al. [19] introduced a
monitor that dynamically checks the safety of plant behavior.
A similar approach using model based intrusion detection was
proposed in [7]. Goble [13] introduce mathematical analysis
techniques to evaluate various aspects, such as safety and
reliability, of a given control system including the PLC devices
quantitatively. However, the proposed solution focuses mainly
on accidental failures and does not investigate intentionally
malicious actions.
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Predicate Size (# atomic propositions)
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Scalability Analysis for Various Predicates

Compared with existing binary analysis tools, TSV is more
apt for verifying temporal properties. For example, platforms
such as BitBlaze [30], are aimed mainly at comparing binary
programs, identifying malicious behavior, and exploit generation. Additionally, compared with the existing work combining
symbolic execution and model checking to reduce state space
explosion, TSV is the only solution enabling binary-level
analysis.

The most basic approaches are those using SAT-based
model checking. Park et al. [22] handle only Boolean logic.
This had the advantage of being able to analyze larger
sequence-based control systems, but is only narrowly applicable. Groote et al. [14] employs a similar technique, but
is able to handle timers by modeling the exact wall clock
execution time. This assumes that the approximate time taken
for each scan cycle is known, and fails if scan cycle times
vary too greatly depending on input. An improved handling
of timers can be found in SABOT [18], which models their
termination as a nondeterministic Boolean value. Additionally,
TSV’s improvements over SABOT allow for virtually all PLC
programs to be analyzed, as opposed to exclusively Boolean
variables and timers, which SABOT is limited to.

PLC vendors themselves have included some rudimentary
security measures into their solutions. Based on market data by
Schwartz et al. [28], we studied the security measures used by
PLCs accounting for 74% of market share. This included PLCs
from Siemens (31%), Rockwell (22%), Mitsubishi Electric
(13%), and Schneider Electric (8%). We found that all four
vendors use only password authorization, typically with a
single privilege level. Furthermore, password authentication
measure can be disabled in all four systems. Additionally,
certain Siemens systems use client-side authentication. This
allows the attacker to completely bypass authentication by
implementing his own client for uploading malicious code.

The two theorem proving based approaches [15], [21]
handle numerical instructions, but not do not implement rules
for overflow checks or mixed bit vector and integer arithmetic.
The model checking approach used by Canet et al. [6], uses
the same modeling as TSV for conditional branches, but does
not implement numerical instructions, which lead to state
space explosion. Our use of symbolic execution eliminates
this explosion problem. TSV’s ability to handle more PLC
features (in most cases all available features) than previous
work is thanks to the use of ILIL, which reduces side effects
that would otherwise require many high-level modeling rules
into a small set of low-level primitives.

VIII.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented TSV, a trusted verification
platform for programmable logic controllers, that allows last
step security verification of the control commands right before
they affect the physical system. TSV achieves a reasonable
efficiency via using a new hybrid symbolic execution-enable
model checking algorithm. We implemented a real-world prototype of the TSV framework on an independent Raspberry PI
chip with minimal attack surface. Our evaluation results shows

We now review some representative past efforts at securing
control systems. Stouffer et al. [31] present a series of NIST
guideline security architectures for the industrial control systems that cover supervisory control and data acquisition sys12

that TSV can be deployed as a bump-in-the-wire portable
device for efficient and practical verification of the control
programs before they are uploaded to programmable logic
controllers.
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A PPENDIX
A. Example Property Check
In this section, we provide a simple property check involving TSV’s main four steps executed over the traffic light
controller code. For the code, and intermediate artifacts: ILIL
code, symbolic scan cycle, and TEG, are all too long to fit in
the space provided, so we provide illustrative examples from
each.
The traffic light control program manipulates a set of
Boolean variables, Q 0.0 - Q 0.5 representing the six lights
facing two opposing directions. This is done in two steps. First,
a set of internal state variables, denoted by M 0.x, track which
state the system is in. The duration of each system state is
dictated by a timer T x. Second, each light is turned on only
if one or more state variables tell it to. As an example of
the first step, the following statement checks whether a light
needs to change from red to green based on a timer expiring.
(The “check not first run” instruction makes sure that the PLC
was not just turned on.) The lines marked “bookkeeping” are
needed to decompile the program into a graphical language.
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A(
O
O
ON
)
AN
=
A
BLD
=
A
L
SD

T
M
M

6
0.0
0.6

T
1
L
20.0
L
20.0
102
M
0.0
L
20.0
S5T#10S
T
1

S5
<a:0 b:0>

;; Check red light timer.
;; Check already green.
;; Check not first run.
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;
;;

S6
<a:1 b:0>
S4
<a:0 b:0>

Check green light timer.
Bookkeeping.
Bookkeeping.
Bookkeeping.
Set green light state.
Bookkeeping.
10 second timer.
Start green light timer.

S8
<a:1 b:1>
S10
<a:0 b:0>
S11
<a:1 b:0>

The green light itself is then activated by the statement:
A
=

M
Q

0.0
0.2

S7
<a:0 b:1>

S9
<a:1 b:0>

;; Check for green state.
;; Activate green light.
...

The lifted version of above two lines of code is as follows.

S13
<a:1 b:1>

S3
<a:0 b:0>

// (9) AND M
0.0
STA := cast(low, reg1_t, load(mem, [M::0::0::0::0]));
RLO := RLO && STA;
FC := 1 : reg1_t;
OR := 0 : reg1_t;

S12
<a:0 b:1>

S15
<a:0 b:0>
S14
<a:0 b:1>

S16
<a:1 b:0>
S17
<a:0 b:1>

// (10) ST Q
0.2
OR := 0 : reg1_t;
STA := RLO;
FC := 0 : reg1_t;
mem := store(mem, [Q::0::0::0::2], RLO);

S18
<a:1 b:1>
S20
<a:0 b:0>
S19
<a:1 b:1>

The resulting symbolic scan cycle constraint for the green light
is as follows.

S21
<a:1 b:0>
S22
<a:0 b:1>

// The green output variable.
(declare-const Q_0_0_0_2 Bool)

S23
<a:1 b:1>

// The state variable.
(declare-const M_0_0_0_0 Bool)

Fig. 10.

Partial TEG without Symbolic State Matching

[M_0_0_0_0] -> (and (or (or T_6 M_0_0_0_0)
(not M_0_0_0_6)) (not T_1))
[Q_0_0_0_2] -> (M_0_0_0_0)

Consequently, TSV made use of the produced symbolic
scan cycle to generate its corresponding temporal execution
graph with 24 states that is partially shown in Figure 10. Here,
we also show how the usage of symbolic state matching to
avoid creation of equivalent states helps TSV to save the TEG
memory requirement and consequently improve the overall
TSV performance. Figure 11 illustrates the generated TEG
graph with 12 states partially for the same controller program
while the symbolic state matching engine was on. As shown,
several states in Figure 10 have been lumped together in
Figure 11 as the result of being equivalent. Because of such
state lumpings, there are several states with more than one
incoming transitions. The generated TEG graphs with larger
model generation bounds resulted in the same growth pattern
of 4 states per depth11 , i.e., the graph size grows linearly for
this particular case with the model generation bound because
of condition-free controller program.

...

Fig. 11.

S3
<a:0 b:0>

S10
<a:0 b:1>

S7
<a:0 b:1>

S11
<a:1 b:1>

S8
<a:1 b:1>

S4
<a:0 b:0>

S5
<a:0 b:0>

S9
<a:1 b:0>

S6
<a:1 b:0>

Partial TEG with Symbolic State Matching

the abovementioned controller program runs on a PLC. The
following shows the model checking results to check whether
both of the green lights can be on at the same time, i.e.,
G ¬ (¬a & ¬b) where a := (Q 0 0 0 2 = 0) and b :=
(Q 0 0 0 5 = 0).
-- specification G !(a & b) is false
-- as demonstrated by the following execution sequence
Trace Description: LTL Counterexample
-> State = S0 <b = TRUE
a = TRUE
-> State: S1 <-

Finally, TSV employed the generated TEG graph (Figure 11) to verify whether the safety requirement holds if
11 For presentation clarity, we did not include the generated TEG graph with
larger model generation bounds here.
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D, ` ` e + 1 P ` p + 1 : i
assert–t
S, D, `, p, assert e ,! S, D, `, p + 1, i

-> State: S2 <-> State: S3 <b = FALSE
a = FALSE
-> State: S10 <b = TRUE
-> State: 18 <a = TRUE
State trace: S0 S1 S2 S3 S10 S8

D, ` ` e + 0
assert–f
S, D, `, p, assert e ,! •, •, {“err” : “e”}, •, •

Operational semantics of expressions:
D, ` ` e1 + v1
D, ` ` e2 + v2
size(v2 ) = m
n = # bytes treg
G ` v1 : mem t(tendian , m)
v = v1 [v2 . . . v2 + n] in tendian order
load–bytes
D, ` ` load(e1 , e2 , treg ) + v

The model checking engine comes up with a counterexample
for the code that shows the state sequence in TEG that causes
the violation of the given safety requirement.
B. ILIL Semantics
The operational semantics of ILIL extend those of the
Vine intermediate language to include function blocks, scoped
variable resolution, hierarchical addresses, loads and stores to
multi-indexed memories, and casts of hierarchical addresses.

D, ` ` e1 + v1
D, ` ` e2 + v2
size(v2 ) = m + 1
G ` v1 : mem t(tendian , m)
treg = reg1 t
v = v1 [v2 ]
load–bit
D, ` ` load(e1 , e2 , treg ) + v

Contexts. The ILIL machine state consists of the following
contexts.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D, ` ` e1 + v1 D, ` ` e2 + v2 D, ` ` e3 + v3 size(v2 ) = m
G ` v1 : mem t(tendian , m)
n = # bytes treg
v = v1 [v2 . . . v2 + n
v3 ] in tendian order
store–bytes
D, ` ` store(e1 , e2 , e3 , treg ) + v

S - The function call stack.
L - Label to instruction number mapping.
P - Instruction pointer to instruction mapping.
F - Function name to entry point mapping.
D - The global variable context.
` - The local variable context.
p - The instruction pointer.
G - The type context.

D, ` ` e1 + v1 D, ` ` e2 + v2 D, ` ` e3 + v3 size(v2 ) = m + 1
G ` v1 : mem t(tendian , m)
treg = reg1 t
v = v1 [v2
v3 ]
store–bit
D, ` ` store(e1 , e2 , e3 , treg ) + v

Overview. The operational consist of instructions and expressions. The consequence of each instruction is of the form
S, D, `, p, i ,! S0 , D0 , `0 , p0 , i0 , meaning the call stack, global
and local variable contexts, instruction pointer, and current
instruction are transformed from the left hand side to the right
hand side after execution of the instruction i. Similarly, The
consequence of each expression is of the form D, ` ` e + v,
meaning that under the global and local variable contexts, the
expression e evaluates to the value v.

D, ` ` e1 + v1 D0 = D[x v1 ] D0 , ` ` e2 + v
let
D, ` ` let x = e1 in e2 end + v
D, ` ` e1 + v1

D, ` ` e1 + v1 v = ⇧u v1
uop
D, ` ` ⇧u e1 + v

Operational semantics of instructions:
S=·

D`e+v

D0 = D[x

v]

P ` p+1 : i

assign–g

S, D, `, p, x :=e ,! S, D0 , `, p + 1, i

S 6= ·

``e+v

`0

= `[x

v]

P ` p+1 : i

S, D, `, p, x :=e ,! S, D, `0 , p + 1, i

S0 = S; (`, p + 1)

D, ` ` e + v

F ` f : p0

assign–l

P ` p0 : i

S, D, `, p, call f (x e) ,! S0 , D, {x : v}, p0 , i

D, ` ` e + v1

v = higher treg bits of v1

D, ` ` e + v1

v = lower treg bits of v1

D, ` ` cast(high, treg , e) + v

cast–u

D, ` ` cast(low, treg , e) + v

cast–l

D, ` ` e + v1

call

v = v1 sign-extended to treg bits

D, ` ` cast(signed, treg , e) + v

cast–s

D, ` ` cast(unsigned, treg , e) + v

cast–u

D, ` ` e + v1

P ` p0 : i
ret
0
0
S; (` , p ), D, `, p, ret ,! S, D, `0 , p0 , i

v = v1 zero extended to treg bits

D, ` ` e + v1 v = pack(v1 )
cast–ptr
D, ` ` cast(ptr, addr t, e) + v

D, ` ` e + v L ` v :
P` :i
jmp
S, D, `, p, jmp e ,! S, D, `, p0 , i
p0

D, ` ` e2 + v2 v = v1 ⇧b v2
bop
D, ` ` e1 ⇧b e2 + v

p0

D, ` ` e + v1 v = unpack(v1 )
cast–addr
D, ` ` cast(addr, reg32 t, e) + v

D, ` ` e1 + 1 D, ` ` e2 + v L ` v : p0 P ` p0 : i
cjmp–t
S, D, `, p, cjmp e1 , e2 , e3 ,! S, D, `, p0 , i

``x:v
var–local
``x+v

D, ` ` e1 + 0 D, ` ` e3 + v L ` v : p0 P ` p0 : i
cjmp–f
S, D, `, p, cjmp e1 , e2 , e3 ,! S, D, `, p0 , i

D ` x : v x 62 `
var
D, ` ` x + v

P ` p+1 : i
label
S, D, `, p, label s ,! S, D, `, p + 1, i

D, ` ` v + v
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